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characters are worked out with great humor. .Q: Parallel asynchronous `git
fetch`s in Golang Assume there are three servers, Foo, Bar and Baz. I have a
repository on all three servers. I want to fetch from Foo to Bar and Bar to Baz. I.e.
I want to schedule/perform some actions in a way that each fetch is happening in
parallel. Right now the only way I see to solve this is by scheduling three
goroutines with time.After. But I'd like to have something elegant and idiomatic as
possible. A: Go's semaphores work great for what you're doing. The first example
uses a single semaphore, but you could also use a semaphore per remote; each
semaphore controlling a goroutine that will fetch from that remote and print the
result. package main import ( "fmt" "time" ) type FetchResult struct { Loc string
Remote string Err error } func fetch(rep string) FetchResult { n := make(chan
*FetchResult) go func() { defer close(n) result :=
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